We are building a humanoid robot at the MIT Artificial Intelligence Laboratory. It is a legless human sized robot and is meant to be able to emulate human functionality. We are particularly interested in using it as vehicle to understand how humans work, by trying to combine many theories from artificial intelligence, cognitive science, physiology and neuroscience. While undergoing continual revisions in its hardware and software the robot has been operational in one form or another for over three years. We are working on systems that emulate both human development and human social interactions.
Introduction and Philosophical Ideas
There are two main ideas driving the design of the robot Cog. The first is based on the ideas of Lakoff [6] and Johnson [7] that all human representations are ultimately grounded in sensory motor patterns. Thus to build an artificial system with similar grounding to a human system it is necessary to build a robot with human form. An open question remains as to whether our decision to use metal and silicon rather than flesh and neurons disqualifies our robot from having enough similarity with humans for this to be true. The second reason that our robot has humanoid form is so that people will interact with the robot in social ways, just as they would with another person.
Our major conclusions to date are (1) that much of what people perceive as being highly characteristic of human behavior can be achieved with rather low level sets of motor sensory processing, and (2) that people, even aware observers, naturally fall into modes where they social lead a system that is less than fully human, so that to a third observer it appears to be having human like interactions with the person.
The Physical Robot
The Cog robot is a human sized torso with a head and two arms. Cog has no legs. 969view, and one having a 23 [degree] field of view. These correspond to peripheral and foveal fields of vision in a human, although the peripheral field is smaller than that of a human, and the foveal is wider. In both cases the actual resolution is much less than that of a human. There are also two microphones, in the ear positions, which can be used for sound localization. The head has a vestibular system based on gyroscopes and tilt sensors.
The processing system for Cog has evolved over time. The oldest part of processing system is a network of Motorola 68332s. Each of these runs a multi-threaded subset of Common Lisp [2] . The nodes of the network communicate point to point via shared dualported RAMs. The topology of the network is established by plugging in cables joining each node to up to 8 different shared memory. We have a "hot-wiring" system in place so that cables can be moved while the system is powered up and the processors are running. There is an additional slower network connecting the 68332s via their serial ports to a front end Macintosh computer, where there is an interface written in Macintosh Common Lisp. This allows listeners to be open on each 68332 and for us to dynamically reload debugged program fragments while the system continues to run. It also gives us a number of graphical tools such as digital oscilloscopes that can track sensor and motor values in real time. The 68332's can talk to slave Motorola 6811 processors which act as servo processors for Cog's motors (one processor per motor, servoing at 1,000 [Hz] ), and exchange packets with their slaves at an aggregate rate of 400 [Hz] per 68332.
A newer visual cortex now runs on Cog (although older vestigial vision code runs on the 68332 network). It is a fixed topology network of Texas Instrument C40 digital signal processors. The run C code with very little timing flexibility-we arrange them to simply run as fast as possible, streaming visual and aural information through at maximum possible rates from one DSP to another via their standard communication ports (up to six per processor). They interface to a host PC and to the 6811 processors via ISA cards. The host PC can be used to monitor them, but there are no facilities for dynamically re-linking subparts of the overall programs.
A third, newer network is under development. It has high performance single board PCs as its nodes, and will modulate the DSP network, while receiving outputs from many nodes within that network. It will be used for higher level functions within Cog.
Recent Progress
The original outline of the Cog project was given in Brooks & Stein [3] . During the beginning of the project we worked on isolated subsytems, demonstrating the ability to mimic many basic capabilities of the human system. The system is organized in much the same way as the subsumption architecture [1] 
